
1 Bed Property For 

Residential in Málaga

Casares

€85,000
Ref: R3216859
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Property Description

This Village is a recent development limited to just eight studio, 1 bed, 2 bed and a penthouse apartment in probably the 

most spectacular, most photographed and best preserved village of the Costa del Sol. The recent Mediterranean 

construction preserves the traditional character of the Andalucian “White Village” while being finished to a modern 

standard. With unrivalled prices starting from only 66.000€ for a studio all Casares Village apartments offer exceptional 

value. The apartments benefit from light and airy living areas, partially equipped kitchens, air conditioning, video entry 

and solid wood doors & cabinets. The quality double glazed windows provide energy efficiency. The apartments are 

located in the city center, square and grocery stores, restaurants & bars are practically on your doorstep. Nearby there is a 

municipal swimming pool, gym, as well as, free covered parking. All apartments have access to a communal terrace for 

relaxing or sun bathing. Casares Village apartments are ideal for those searching for the authentic “Real Spain” yet only a 

fifteen minute drive to beaches, Duquesa marina and world class golf. The village of Casares enchants visitors with its 

narrow streets, white washed homes and views down to the Mediterranean and Gibraltar from its Medieval fortress. Since 

1978 the village’s historical, architectural and artistic heritage is officially protected. The apartments are an oasis for those 

that wish to slow down, to take a stroll through its picturesque streets, enjoy its cafes or going to the Plaza where locals 

gather to have a chat and catch some sun. Casares Village, a truly unique opportunity to own a piece of “Real Spain” as a 

Costa del Sol holiday home to enjoy your new life in the Costa del Sol!
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Gallery
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Additional Details

Attributes

Status

Available

Land Area

49m2

Property Features
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